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W H A T  I F  W E  B I R T H  O U R  P A S T  L I F E  E N E M I E S

Peace Luv Bugs. It's July 12, 2019 & I'm excited for our Know Thyself Natal Chart Chat on July 17 at African 
Traditions. Perhaps it's the strain of weed I smoke, but my mind is wondering a key question to help me make 
peace with life. What if we birth our past life enemies as our children?  How many Mothers & Daughters do you 
know that love one another, but low key can't stand one another? I know A LoT... I've always wondered what that's 
about. 
 
I've accused my own Mom of jealousy. Which is related to a major trigger that effects my relationship with all 
women. Especially my sisters (and sistars). Triggers hide fear, shame and/or guilt. The Age of Aquarius promises 
to introduce a reality we have yet to experience. A reality where all fear, shame & guilt are healed. And 
unconditional love is the main focus. This is a fully channelled message. Google don't feature tge exact message I 
wanna share. This message is brought to you by alkaline living, weed, meditation & good ol bought sense. Let's 
discuss 3 important facts. Shall we… 
 
Each of Us Volunteered To Be Alive 
 
1'm 37 years old, born to a 16 yr old Mother. A very common phrase I remember from my childhood is "Don't xyz 
to that child. They didn't ask to be here!" I never really agreed with that phrase. However, I appreciated how it 
forced my Mother to take the pressure off me, seemingly in that very moment. 
 
I recall my Mom makin "The Call" prior to my incarnation. This call is what inspired my existence. While I was 
"baking", I joined forced with my Mom & Dad's chakras. However, I was growing & developing from what my 
Mom's chakras fed me. I believe human-being develop their chakras centers prior to fully developing the body. 
 
This is my 1st human life experience. I am O- bloodtype. Which informs me of the type of manifesto power my 
mother embodies. Many other humans have lived many times. Each time they die, they review life and make 
peace with whatever reality they struggled with prior to death. They redesign themselves in every way and attempt 
to fill their life mission. Yet again. The Age of Aquarius introduces a timeline known as the 1000 years of peace. In 
order to achieve this miracle, we would have agreed to birth, love and raise people who were likely once our 
enemy. Trippy reality, huh? 
 
 



Bloodline 
 
When I think of the Mom/Dad Melanin-Rich set up, my general mind observes "good & bad" which manifest into the perfect 
mixture. Take me for example. My Mom traced her roots to Ancient Egypt. I am O- bloodtype, which is liked to the Annuanki and 
the beginning of the human race. My Mom seems like she has more life experiences than my Bio-Father. He designed himself to 
appear extremely mature. My violent memories fron my childhood informs me of his level of emotional maturity. I believe my O- 
blood is linked to him. I carry his last name. Mattox, which is the Native American Tribe we originate from. Our name is linked to 
Germany and Hitler. What I know about each bloodline on either side could potentially be petrifying. I choose to I give myself 
permission to forget what I think I know, about all things and explore. Which welcomes peace to my storyline. I strongly suggest 
this thinking concept for anyone doing bloodline work. 
 
Believe 
 
It is said that Earth is the living library of the Galaxy. Human-Beings are special and gifted. Especially because of our prana (vril, 
chi). Also known as 
life force energy. This is "the light" energy vampires (in all forms) are attracted to. Lower frequency energy requires acid. Acid 
blocks light & blocks cells. Basic things like our food, the beverages we drink, toxic chemicals in products we use daily, drama we 
create & entertain, stress we intake, it's a lot to bear. None of these things carry oxygen. 
 
When our cells our blocked, our internal light sourced beyond our chakras (vortex) can't get through. Resulting in many sad and 
depressed people. Our DNA has a memory. Pain is familiar simply because it reflects the fear, shame and/or guilt hidden on the 
root level. When we eat alkaline foods, we reprogram our cells and offer our DNA a new reality to experince. 
 
There so much pressure these days on the proper diet. I personally believe in focusing on the lifestyle. I'm the long term benefits 
type ��. Eating can be tricky. We offer a comprehensive Conscious Eating Virtual Forum where people can learn the science behind
alkaline living. Connect with people world-wide. Heal yourselves and find your Tribe. Click the link to join. 
https://www.hellomynameisangela.com/product-page/label-less-conscious-eating-group-april-2018 
 
 
About My Last Name: Mattox 
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=595948950606997&id=324324537769441 
 
 
 


